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Unexpected Vows ...Having fought for their very lives to escape the clutches of Kane Lancaster,

Smoke and Sid, find themselves face to face with one of the most important decisions of their lives.

Marriage. While Sid mulls over Smokes proposition to be her husband he sets out to do the right

thing on his own and engages in a lengthy visit with Sid's parents, Sally & Keith. He departs only to

find himself in the center of a man hunt. He is chased down by another group of strange

goggle-wearing thug that he has never encountered before.Smoke's special skills and talents are

pushed to the limit as he fights for his life and for his future in hopes that Sid will become his wife.

Will they make it across the churches threshold or will dark forces intervene and crush their nuptials

forever?
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I love these books, I just finished number seven and I'm sad because now I have to wait, for number

eight. These books are so entertaining and you can't put them down. I read this in one sitting and

now hear I sit holding my kindle wanting more Smoke.... Hurry up number eightðŸ˜• Please.



This was mostly a book to answer questions, advance the storyline and get some stuff out of the

way. I feel like it is a necessary book, but it wasn't really a complete adventure on it's own. You will

be lost on some stuff, if you don't read it. So, read it.

This series captivated me from the first book. I got the first in the series free and bought the rest. I

liked the characters and their interactions, and the development was good. The stories were exciting

and suspenseful, and I enjoyed all of them.

I'm reading The Supernatural Bounty Hunter series. They're really entertaining. However, the books

are too short. They are more like chapters. Also, I think you need a new picture of Smoke or at least

give him another hair style.

I completed Book 7 last night and that makes having read all 7 books in less than a week. I am

normally a fast reader anyway but these books kept me so interested that I just went from one book

immediately into the next book.I think I liked our heroes better in this book than I have in all the

previous books. Not that there was anything wrong with them in the other books, itâ€™s just that in

this book they have morphed into something even better. Now that they are married it seems as if

they are even better as a team. And in this book we find out something about our heroes that we

didnâ€™t know before. I suspected something along this line about Smoke but not about Sidney.

You will have to read the book to find out â€œwhatâ€•!In this story you will find out something that

Sid and Smoke discovered about the previous monsters that they foughtâ€”so unbelievable! I

donâ€™t want to say too much about the story because I donâ€™t want to give anything away and

take away your enjoyment. Just know that these books keep getting better and better as you read

each one of them. You always discover something new and the action is mostly non-stopped.

Suspense is a given in all the stories. I donâ€™t know how I can wait until Oct. for the next book to

come outâ€”but I guess I will have too!OBTW, even though Sid and Smoke are now married, you still

wonâ€™t read any steamy sex scenesâ€”just a hint about itâ€”which I greatly appreciated!

Very well written with a unique story line. I have remained interested through 7 books. The hero and

heroine are in depth characters with strengths and weaknesses. The plot keeps you guessing until

the end.



Sid and Smoke are a true power couple. The ride they take you on is always exciting and nail biting.

I sure don't want the ride to end anytime soon.

Doesn't measure up. Short skimpy plot. Could of been a good read, needed a lot of details as well

as some character development. It is hard to put so many books out so fast and still be engaged in

the overall picture.
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